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In Section 1 we briefly recall some standard notation and constructions from the theory of triangulated categories. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a generalized tilting module for rings and show how it gives rise to equivalences of certain derived categories. The main theorem of this section, Theorem 2.1, represents an extension and generalization of a result a Happel [9] , although we obtained it only after thorough study of Happel's work as well as that of Bongartz 141. In Section 3 we show that the tilting module conditions arise naturally and necessarily in characterizing certain equivalences of derived categories. Finally in Section 4 we try to place the Morita theory developed so far in the context of a general Morita theory for derived categories, indicating some of the remaining difficulties. We also use part of the tilting module set up to obtain a localization result in the spirit of [2] .
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DERIVED CATEGORIES
We assume the reader is familiar with the set up of the theory of triangulated categories; cf. [ 12, 2, 71 Then R + F( X) is represented in D(B) by the complex F(Z"). As shown in [12, Sect. 51, R+F can be computed using F acyclic resolutions.
(Let R"F denote the functor H" c R +F, so-called "nthright derived functor" of F. An object X in .d is F-acyclic if R"F(X) = 0 for n > 0.) Similar remarks apply to R +.hF, and moreover R +FI nhc,,,, z R +.hF. Left derived functors are defined in an analogous way. The standard Horn and @ lead to derived functors R Horn' and OL, cf [7, is an isomorphism, then F(Z) g 0. Thus, F(id,) = F(0,). So id, z 0, and Zr 0, giving that ,fis an isomorphism, as desired. i
We remark that the same result holds for abelian categories with a similar proof. This lemma and the previous one will be used in the proof of (2.1~) below.
M~RITA I: GENERALIZED TILTING THEORY
For any ring A let ,d = mod-A be the category of right A-modules. For a right A-module T, we let add,4 T=add T be the full subcategory of XI whose objects are direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of T. The goal of the "first Morita theorem" in ring theory [I, lo] is to provide a class of bimodules which give equivalences of a module category with module categories for other rings, via the standard operations of Horn and 0. In [9] , Happel obtains an equivalence of the derived category @'(A!) with similar derived categories in the special case where A is a finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension, using the notion of a "tilting module" [4, 8, 51 (a module T with.f'= g= I in (2.1)). For (a) we note that R"'F(X) = Ext;( T, X) can be computed using a projective resolution of T', for any X in .d and m 3 0. (Note this involves some abuse of notation, since we are identifying Rn'F, a functor we have defined to have values in 93, with its composite with the embedding of 9 into the category Ab of abelian groups.) Hence, (a) follows from (i).
To prove (b), we apply Horn,,, -, T) to the resolution 0 We now prove (c). First, it follows from (1.1) together with (a) and (b) above that Rt,hF is a right adjoint to L-3hG. We claim the adjunction functor 0: id,bl.N') + R +,hFo Lp.hG is an isomorphism.
Observe first that the natural map P. Horn,,, T, P, Oe T) is an isomorphism for any complex 
an isomorphism for L = T, it is an isomorphism for all L in add, T. It now follows easily that 'P7-.: T' --f Hom,(Hom,(T',
is an isomorphism of complexes. Since Horn,,, T', T) + T is a finite, finitely generated B-projective resolution of T, it follows taking cohomology that A z Horn,,, T, T) and Ext;( T, T) = 0 for n > 0. Also, if P, + T is a finite resolution of T by finitely generated projective A-modules, we obtain, applying the functor F, a finite B-module resolution 0 --t B--f T" where T" = Hom,(P,, T) lies in add,T. Assertion (d) now follows easily. 1
Because of the finiteness properties 
Let T be a tilting module ,for a ring A in the sense above, and put B = Horn,,, T, -). The ring B has jinite global dimension if and only if A has ,finite global dimension.
In Let L be the functor L m.hG in (2.1). Since L is an equivalence of categories, we have 
The proof is immediate from (2.1), (2.4), and the discussion above, since J is indeed an equivalence of categories.
MORITA II: CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FUNCTORS
We begin this section with the following general result of some independent interest. is left adjoint to R+,hFI Dh,a$+fl,. To see this, consider a complex x' in D' (g) and Y' in D"," (d) . Let x' be represented in Km (93) by a complex P, of projective objects and let Y' be represented in K+(d) by a complex Q. of injective objects. Then
.,,(P.,
z Horn oh&X', R+.hF( y')), proving the claim. (The naturality can be checked directly.) Of course,
is also a left adjoint to R++.hFIDh.a>(.,,. Therefore, s.,LP,hGzrt,sG.
For any given complex x' in D" (9) ,
and so 6(X') 2 r,,&(Y) for ~60. Thus, L .'G(X') 5 t,,,L ."G(,Y) for all sufficiently large S, and it follows that L ,hG(X') belongs to oh(&). This clearly establishes the lemma. 1
We remark that a similar result holds for right exact functors g + .c4 by duality.
Now let A and B be rings, and let .d = mod-A, ti = mod-B be their right module categories. Let ,YP~ be the full subcategory of .d whose objects consist of finitely generated projective A-modules, and define 9, similarly. Then the triangulated categories K"(:'p,) and K"(,/P,) embed fully into
and D"(J), respectively, as follows easily from the discussion in [7] . Note that if T is a tilting module for A as in (2.2) with F= Hom,(T, -) and B= Hom,,( T, T), then (2.1) shows that not only does
an equivalence. This motivates the following which is the main result of this section. ($) and since G maps objects in 9B to objects in add, T, there exists a quasi-isomorphism A -+ T', with T' in Kh(add, T). Since A as well as all objects in add,, are acyclic for any functor Horn,,, -, S) for S in add, T, we see (starting in the top degree and working backwards) that all kernels and images of differentials in T' are also acyclic for Horn,,, -, S). Now, starting from bottom degrees and working upwards, we see that each differential of negative degree is a split epimorphism into its image. Thus, T' may be replaced by a complex which is zero in negative degrees, establishing (iii) in (2.1). Finally, to identify Hom,(T, T), note that the above G-module isomor- at the present is that we must deal with complexes which, for one of the rings involved, have an action only up to homotopy. We hope to deal with this question in a later paper. For the present we note a simple example which indicates how in some cases these difficulties can be by-passed. Hom,(P, Oa T, 1')~ Hom,(P,, Hom,(T, I')).
Note that there is a homotopy of C on P, with respect to which the above isomorphism is equivariant. Replacing Hom,,( T, I') by a complex J' of injective B-modules, and collapsing P, we obtain, C-equivariantly, a complex Horn,,, T', J') of C-modules representing R Horn... T' 0 k T, X'). This represents the latter as a well-defined element of Dh(%?), equal in fact to R+,hF' o R '.'F(X), as claimed. Another interesting direction involves relaxing the defining conditions for a tilting module in (2.1 ). In fact one can obtain from this with a further finiteness condition on T full recollement set-up of 12, 1.41. The point is that one can immitate with purely algebraic hypotheses some of the formal properties of constructible sheaves on stratilied analytic manifolds. We intend to discuss these constructions in more detail and give examples in a future paper.
